


Characters                                          Played by

SM:      Bafii			          Brain Fredrickson
CO:      Captain K`Beth	                        Beth
CSO:    Cmdr. Tarrez Hunter	          Char
CTO:    Lt. Ryan Williams                     Ryan
FCO:    Lt. JG Patton Chottu                Martjin
 OPS:    Ensign Rhian                            Ted




Host Bafii says:
PROLOGUE: The Arondight has just finished fighting off intruders and as things begin to calm back down to normal, security is about to enter Main Engineering and check on the unconscious intruders.
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
CO_K`Beth says:
::pacing limpingly around the bridge waiting for word from Main Engineering:: All: Report!
OPS_Rhian says:
:: trying to stabilize power and transferring engineering controls to the bridge ::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::at science station one on the bridge using all the tricks she picked up from the Del to scan for a cloak ship::
CTO_Williams says:
::On the bridge, coordinating forces towards main engineering, letting them potentially fight instead of him::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::starts off by using the deflector dish to flood the area with tachyon particles.::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Security teams reach the first locked down corridor, open it and proceed towards ME.
CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Are all of the intruders contained?
FCO_Chottu says:
::looks over the damage on the fighters, having repairs done where possible, trying to get the status of the pilots in the chaos::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Yes, as far as the reports coming in are concerned, everything is getting wrapped up.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Captain the ships systems are stabilizing, the shields are still problematic.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CTO: I just flooded the area with tachyons, see if anything comes up on your sensors
CO_K`Beth says:
CTO/CSO: Then find out where they came from...because they sure as hell didn't fly here on their own.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::watches her own scans::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Of course.
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Investigate how they were able to flicker our shields like that and work out a way so that it won't happen again.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO ::frowns at K'Beth and wants to ask her what in the world she thought she was doing::  Aye, ma'am.
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Any information from the Jaguar?
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The security teams arrive at ME and after unlocking the secured doors enter to start rounding up the knocked out pirates.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: There are pirates laying all over the room, some passed out on the floor, others on consoles, some slumped against bulkheads.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Not at this time, and the tachyons didn't turn anything up on a cloak ship.  What if we launched some of this ships extra crafts to widen the search area?
FCO_Chottu says:
::notices about half the names on his checklist missing and sighs::
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Yes ma'am I have slaved engineering function to the bridge.  I will work on the shield problems :: begins running sensor data comparison with the shield strength prior to and after the attack ::
CTO_Williams says:
::Sends a message down to the lead tactical officer, to begin interrogations, and find out where they came from, and how they got here::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Suddenly the pirates spring to life and in a matter of a few moments have quickly subdued the surprised security team.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: ::thinking out loud::  It surprises me that they were able to transport in the first time with all that radiation out there.
CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: CSO: The FCO is trying to get what fighters we have left ready to go.  Hopefully one of these intruders will talk.
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: That's what we need to find out...what type of radiation and how they were able to do that.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Ma'am no comm. response from the Jaguar
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Pirates, hidden in the fighter wreckage being brought aboard, spring like jacks-in-the-boxes, the flight deck is instantly a war zone.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am internal  sensors record shots fired on board.
CTO_Williams says:
::Tries to hail the tactical team:: *Team*: Team, how are those pirates coming along?  ::Waits for a response::
CO_K`Beth says:
::curses:: CTO: Lock the ship down and subdue those intruders.
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Route all ship function here to the bridge...until we know where they all are no critical systems will be accessed from any remote areas.
FCO_Chottu says:
::glares across the deck seeing the pirates that jumped out:: Self: Don't have time for this. ::Gets behind a fighter and circles around towards them::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Done. ::Sets the ship to red alert, and begins setting up containment force fields::  *Armory*: All teams deploy, engage and suppress pirates!

OPS_Rhian says:
:: routes all command functions to the bridge with priority lock out :: CO: Aye ma’am all functions routed to the bridge, override on captain's access only
CO_K`Beth says:
*FCO*: Status Lt?
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::keeps her focus on the external sensors leaving the uprising to the tactical department::
FCO_Chottu says:
*CO*: Some pirates in the wreckage, hold. ::climbs onto a fighter, taking out his phaser and looks down onto the pirates::
CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Send a team to the flight deck and help the FCO.
FCO_Chottu says:
::aims and takes a shot of the pirate closest to him, hoping the others don't notice his position in the chaos and aims for the next::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Aye ma'am.  ::Re-directs beta team to the flight deck::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The team in the flight deck is barely holding their own... meanwhile, more security teams begins to stage ready to invade ME
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Get ready to beam our people out of the hanger bay if necessary.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::analyzes the reading to see if their own transporter system could work with the type of radiation that was used::
CO_K`Beth says:
*FCO*: Security teams are on their way....we can transport you out if needed.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Aye ma’am  :: begins to get transporter locks on all personnel in the flight deck::
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Captain, I'm going down the flight deck to help the FCO.  ::Sets a nearby ensign to take tactical, grabs a phaser and runs to the TL::
FCO_Chottu says:
::takes his shot on the second pirate and ducks back behind the fighter::
FCO_Chottu says:
*CO*: We need the fighter’s ma'am, give me a minute.
CO_K`Beth says:
*FCO*: The CTO is on his way to help you.
FCO_Chottu says:
::looks at a fighter pointed towards the remaining pirates and rushes towards it::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Meanwhile, the pirates continue to hold the original security team in ME, with clear access to the core.
CTO_Williams says:
::The TL arrives at the flight deck, Ryan runs out and begins firing along side the tactical team::
FCO_Chottu says:
::jumps inside the fighter, overwriting the safeties and arming its weapons::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: I think it is time to start taking this fight to the pirates.  Start erecting force fields around the individual areas where the pirates are...if we can start isolating pockets of them.
FCO_Chottu says:
::sets the ships phasers to the lowest setting and manually takes aim at the pirates, then attempts to fire::
OPS_Rhian says:
:: with a mischievous grin :: CO: Yes captain.  :: begins with a force field around the warp core then one around ME.  Then moves on to the flight deck ::

Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The computer voice comes to life over the din of the bridge  "Core Breech in progress... time to detonation 20 minutes"
CTO_Williams says:
::Orders 2 men to flank left, as he runs up the right hand side, firing::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The tide turns on the flight deck as the pirates are slowly contained.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::calls up what is causing the core breech::
OPS_Rhian says:
Aloud : hnaev :: tries to stabilized the warp core ::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO/OPS: Coolant lines have been cut.
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Where?
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am recommend that we seal up that area with force field and transport an Engineering team in there for repairs.
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Can you take the core offline from here?
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Yes captain I can
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Do so...but volunteers only on that engineering team.
FCO_Chottu says:
*CO*: Situation seems to be turning in our favor here captain.
CO_K`Beth says:
*FCO*: Good work...keep it up, Lt.
CTO_Williams says:
::Orders the team to close in on the remaining pirates, to quickly suppress them::
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Take it off-line...try and stop the reactor from over heating
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::isolates the area::  CO: In Main Engineering. ::calls up some volunteer EOs::
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Yes captain :: tries to shut down the core and prevent the breech ::
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: transport a full security team in there also for protection.  Tell them to use whatever force is necessary to gain control over the situation.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: OPS's commands seem to have no affect.
CTO_Williams says:
::As the team finishes up, Ryan takes some extra men, and runs for the TL, to head to ME::
FCO_Chottu says:
::tilts head and shrugs:: Self: She said it. ::takes aim at the pirates in the wreckage once more and fires::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::using vid. links to ME, attempts to block off the area around the break in the lines::  CO: Aye.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::calls for a sec team to go with the engineering team::
Host Bafii says:
<Computer> Warp Core Breech in 15 minutes
OPS_Rhian says:
Alound: vah'Areinnye :: taps in more commands :: CO: Captain the systems are not responding to my codes
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Can you eject the core from here?
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: I can try ma’am
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: I need a yes or no, Ensign.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am I can’t tell you for certain that they are going to be safe, but I recommend that we go ahead and send the team of engineers’ in.,
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Security teams arrives in ME and begin the trade fire with the pirates, however the pirates are using the Arondight's own people as shields.
CTO_Williams says:
::As the rest of the men arrive at ME, Ryan orders the men to engage, as soon as they are all in position:: *OPS*: Can you beam a team of us into ME?
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: My boards says I can ma’am but I won’t know till I try, it said I could power down the reactor also
OPS_Rhian says:
*CTO*: Stand ready for transport  :: begins lock sequence for transport ::
CO_K`Beth says:
::watches the fire fight in ME and sees what the pirates are doing.  Curses again and nods:: OPS: Eject the core after you transport the CTO.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: transports the CTO's team :: CO: Aye ma’am  :: attempts to eject the warp core ::
CTO_Williams says:
*CO*: Sir, don't eject the core just yet! ::Dodges phaser fire:: We can claim ME!
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The warp core ejection sequence initiates and the core is pushed out into space.
CTO_Williams says:
::Hears the CO's order over the communication::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::excitedly::  CO: Ma'am I just picked up something on the sensors... the Jaguar  has also dumped its core.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: As soon as the core clears the Arondight the reaction slows and stops... explosion adverted.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::mutters a curse under her breathe as they are both in the same boat so to speak::
CO_K`Beth says:
*CTO*: Just get control of ME...we will pick the core up when we can make repairs.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: The core is clear of the ship ma'am.  Theoretically the cold of space should cool it, if it doesn't explode we can retrieve it
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Scan the area around the core.  What better way to steal a warp core than just scoop it out of space.  If you see anything...even a shimmer...target it and fire.
CTO_Williams says:
::Dodges more phaser fire, and returns fire::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Shall I surround it with tachyons?
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Good idea.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods and floods the area around the core with tachyons::
CO_K`Beth says:
*FCO*: Any chance of getting fighters launched?


Host Bafii says:
ACTION: After the core is ejected, the pirates become a bit more tractable and are slowly sequestered.
OPS_Rhian says:
:: tries to regulate power using the impulse reactors ::
CTO_Williams says:
::Lays down suppressive fire as more men move in::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO/OPS: Can the core be transported?  I would hate for us to have it disappear in front of us.
FCO_Chottu says:
::bites his lip:: *CO*: There's wreckage in the way, can't launch.
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: They would have to uncloak to do that.
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Unless they can now overcome that... we didn't see a ship uncloak with the intruders.
OPS_Rhian says:
CO/CSO: Yes it can be retrieved but it will need to cool more before we can do it
CTO_Williams says:
*CO* Ma’am, we are wrapping up here.  Any further orders?
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: An odd energy signature emits from the asteroid field, the energy shockwave tosses the Arondight and Jaguar around like a pair of rag dolls, knocking main power out on the Arondight...  the loose warp cores explode and both ships take moderate damage from that.
CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: All we can do is try and hold off until it cools enough.
CTO_Williams says:
::Gets up from the blast.:: Self: What the heck was that?
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: My analysis of the radiation so far has concluded that our own transporter couldn't have oper.... ::gets tossed to the floor in mid-sentence::
OPS_Rhian says:
:: is tossed to the floor by the impact wave, gets up :: Himself: What next?
CTO_Williams says:
::Orders team leaders to wrap up.  He heads back to the bridge::
CO_K`Beth says:
::hits the deck hard and tumbles around trying to hold on to something.  Hollers out:: ALL: Report on what just happened!
FCO_Chottu says:
::gets rocked around, just able to keep his balance, notices the pirates knocked out of their shelters, takes aim and fires at them::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::mutters as she gets back up:: Self: I have been shot and tossed around until my whole body is black and blue....
OPS_Rhian says:
CO: Our warp core just exploded ma'am, we are on impulse from here on out
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: It seems to have been caused by an odd energy signature coming from the asteroid field...
CTO_Williams says:
::Arrives on the bridge, taking back tactical, still doesn’t' know what happened::
CO_K`Beth says:
::pulls herself up into her chair and rubs her bad leg hiding a grimace:: CSO: Any sign of the Falcon?
CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: As soon as we get communications up...contact the Jaguar and the Falcon.  And get me a damage report...let's see what shape we are in.

FCO_Chottu says:
::glares from his fighter and powers down its weapons, stepping out and yelling across the deck to have the damage repairs start::
CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: No ma'am, and this energy beam came from a different location within the field than the last time.
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>



Characters                                          Played by

SM:      Bafii			        Brain Fredrickson
XO:      Cmdr. James McDuggle        Rich
 CNS:    Lt. Cmdr. DiDomnia               Erin     

                     NPC
CSO_Beaker                                       Beth


Host Bafii says:
PROLOGUE: The Falcon is perched to swoop in and attack its target.  The Falcon isn't exactly a ship of battle, so hopefully Captain K'Beth's ruse has removed enough of the pirates to allow the Falcon success.
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
Host XO_McDuggle says:
::sitting at command:: CNS/CSO: Are you ready?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::nods::  XO: Aye sir - just give the word.
CSO_Beaker says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::gulps a bit nervously and tries not to let her voice squeak too high::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: As soon as we are in firing range open fire.
CSO_Beaker says:
::nods and puts a trembling finger on the fire button::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::waits::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Ensign as soon as the counselor fires her first volley I want you to go to warp to the other side of the station.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive>: XO: Roger sir :: sets controls for the maneuver::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Engage.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive>:: sets the ship in motion::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The Falcon leaps from its cover and mere moments later pirate fighters have sighted it and start to set intercepts.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: Sir, we have fighters on an intercept course
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CNS: Roger target them as needed but our main target is the small base.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::nods, waiting for them to be in range to destroy the base with quantum torpedoes::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
::checks the shield status::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Start evasive maneuvers as soon as the fighters are with in range.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive. XO: Roger sir. ::sets up evasive maneuvers.::
CSO_Beaker says:
::sees the fighters coming at them:: XO: Sir...they will be on us before we can reach the base.


CNS_DiDomnia says:
::gets ready to target the fighters as soon as they are in range, determined to not give them a chance to slow the Falcon down::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Roger. CNS; you have permission to fire on the fighters as soon as they are in range however only use the phasers.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Fighters begin to reach weapons range and they start firing on the Falcon.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::targets fighters and fires phasers on them, picking them off one by one::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::keeps firing on any that come near enough::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive> :: changes to evasive maneuver beta 3::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The fighters aren't a match for the Falcon, and they are slowly taken out one at a time... however their weapons are making contact with the shields and draining them slowly.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: ETA to base?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::widens the phaser beams slightly so that she can take out more than one at a time:: Self:  Goodbye, pirate fighters...
CSO_Beaker says:
XO: 10 minutes sir
Host XO_McDuggle says:
::sees the shield status:: FCO: Warp us to the other side of the base.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The Falcon is lucky in that there are only fighters around protecting the base... seems the Captain's ploy paid off, at least for now.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive> XO: Roger sir :: takes the ship to warp::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::having dispensed the fighters, is anxiously awaiting being in range of the small base::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive>:: brings the ship out of warp ::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The Falcon gives a millisecond warp burst and finds itself at the other side of the small opening in the asteroid field... if that calculation had been off even by the smallest degree the Falcon would now be debris amidst the asteroids...  luck was with them today.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Get us to that base now.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_ Drive> XO: Roger sir. :: brings the ship about and heads for the base at full impulse::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CNS: Lets see if we can destroy this base on the first try.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::looks up from her screen:: XO: There may be a problem with that.  The base's shields are pretty heavy, right now quantum torpedoes wouldn't get through enough of them to get the particle.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: I'm trying to scan for the shield generator to take it out
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CSO:  Are you having any luck in finding the shield generator also.
CSO_Beaker says:
XO: Still scanning sir...there is heavy shielding in the area.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: I've got it on scans - should I use phasers to try and take it out?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: Or a few of our torpedoes?  It wouldn't take as many to destroy a shield generator as it would to destroy the particle
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CNS: Yes, I don’t want to use the quantum torpedoes till their down.
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Fighters begin to catch up with the Falcon.. she is under attack again.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: Aye - targeting phasers to the shield generator ::targets and fires::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: And we have company again... ::targets the fighters with phasers and fires, taking them out as quickly as the phasers will let her::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Base shields are falling slowly around the generator... but not down yet.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CNS: Lets use the torpedoes in the forward tubes on the base and see what that does.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: Aye sir
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::launches torpedoes at the base shield generator with one hand while firing phasers on the fighters with the other - now she knows why Lt. Williams always seems so harried::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The base shield generators overload and explode... the base is now unprotected.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
XO: The base shields are down - launch torpedoes at the particle coordinates?
Host XO_McDuggle says:
::goes over to engineering station and reroutes power to the shield::
CSO_Beaker says:
::lets out a whoop:: CNS: Nice shooting ma'am!
CNS_DiDomnia says:
CSO: You know it, baby ::grins while awaiting the XO's response::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CNS: Then lets destroy that base. Fire
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::locks torpedoes on the smaller base and fires::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The torpedoes fire and the base begins to tremble as explosions rock throughout the infrastructure.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::her momentary excitement over the shield generators is over, and she waits and watches to see if the torpedoes worked a second time::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
::watches the view screen as the base starts to explodes::
CSO_Beaker says:
::gives off a yelp:: XO: Sir!!  An omega chain reaction is building....it's going to be a huge explosion!  We gotta get outta here now or we're gonna die!!
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: You heard the lady get us out of here.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::is now anxious for a different reason, watching her sensor readouts to monitor the chain reaction::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive> XO: Already on it sir. :: sets a course out of the area and engages at full impulse::

CSO_Beaker says:
::starts to mutter prayers and chants of every culture she ever heard off...just in case::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: Fighters continue to follow the Falcon, stinging at it as the Falcon flees.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
Computer: Is there any Omega molecules left in the area.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::curses in Bajoran and fires phasers at the pursuing fighters as they run::
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: From behind the Falcon, energy builds up as the base prepares to detonate, hopefully destroying the stores of Omega
Host XO_McDuggle says:
::watches the view screen as the FCO pilots the Falcon out of the asteroid field.::                    the
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: What are your scans showing?
Host Bafii says:
ACTION: The base explodes a radiating arm of energy flies from the former site... the energy throws the Falcon for a loop, knocking warp power offline and setting the ship momentarily adrift.
CSO_Beaker says:
XO: The energy is building in the base...it's going to be close. ::finds herself actually pushed her console as if to make the ship move away faster::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::hangs onto her console as the energy hits the ship::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive> :: resets controls and bring the ship back to impulse power::
CSO_Beaker says:
::flies over her console with another yelp and lands in the lap of a yeoman::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: As soon as you are able open a secure COM to the Arondight.
CSO_Beaker says:
::smiles up at the cute yeoman that caught her and turns her attention back to the XO:: XO: Huh?  Oh...yes sir...aye sir. ::scrambles up and over to her console::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::is relieved that the particle is destroyed and they're still alive, but isn't quite ready to believe that it's all over::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Lets get out of this asteroid field.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
<FCO_Drive> : XO: Aye sir: :: sets course out of the asteroid field::
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>



